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1.    Development aspects of new ways of interaction: 
- Outlook and trends of the distance banking development 
(Internet, mobile and iBox payments);
- Payment specifics involving near field communication technologies (NFC 

technologies);
- Creating an effective CRM + call center;
- Digital branches. 

2.    new approach to customers:
- Effective implementation of Big Data solutions;
- Social networks.

3.   effective instruments for managing a digital bank:
- Main goals and advantages of outsourcing; 
- Cloud services for safe data storage;
- Omni-channel (a development trend for distance banking);
- Software defined everything.

4.   Information security for digital payments:
- Security of data transmission channels;
- Monitoring and preventing fraud;
- Compliance, PCI DSS

5.   On-line marketing.

Conference 
objectives 

Key sections of the conference

- Discussing new approaches 
to the development of a 
digital bank in the view of 
customer interests and 
preferences as to customer 
interaction with financial and 
credit institutions; 

- Finding new ways to attract 
customers; 

- Discovering innovative 
solutions for financial and 
credit institutions prompted 
by embracing digital 
servicing;

 - Effective data security 
solutions for financial and 
credit institutions. 
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21 Polupanova St., office 302, Kyiv, 04114, Ukraine                                                               

Telл.:      +38 (044) 233-63-49           www.kbs-izdat.com 

Mobile:  +38 (050) 523-56-46           e-mail: bank@banksinfo.kiev.ua 
                 +38 (067) 501-01-66                      

If you want to know more about participating in the conference please address the 
organizational committee by contacting Conference Supervisor, natalia Hridasova

Order of business Pattern of participation

- Conference
- Panel session
- Round table
- Exhibition

- Primary sponsor
- Sponsor
- Partner
- Speaker
- Participant in the conference
- Participant in the round table
-Exhibitor


